The Commonwealth Center for Advanced Logistics Systems
(CCALS) is a non-profit research consortium dedicated
to the development of transformational innovations in
logistics systems that benefit both private and public sector
applications. CCALS brings together industry, university,
and government partners to collaborate on research in the
various dimensions of logistics, including the management
of the flow of goods and people; complex logistics systems
involving global processes, policies, technologies, and
human factors; and exploration of new technologies
for logistics systems solutions. The success of the CCALS
enterprise will be greatly enhanced by having a purposebuilt facility where the various research projects can be
physically co-located and can leverage shared tools,
equipment, and CCALS staff. Moreover, the facility will
provide the setting for the kind of serendipitous exchange
of ideas and insights that accelerate discover y and
innovation.
Part of the integration of CCALS program at this location is
its direct proximity to CCAM – Commonwealth Center for
Advanced Manufacturing.

This AIA award winning project,

designed by ---------, was completed at the Crosspoint
manufacturing campus in 2013 as part of a larger strategy
of bringing research and manufacturing jobs to Virginia.
CCCALS proximity to CCAM will enhance the creation of
a campus which will benefit from the synergies created
between programs and the interdependence between
the curriculums. The design and aesthetic of the CCALS
project takes its visual cues from the material palette and
detail of CCAM to create a visible relationship. However,
the planning and massing approach is distinctly different
to reinforce the unique nature of the program and entice
institutions to join this membership program. The long
term goal is to create a distinct campus of university led
manufacturing institutions unlike any other in the country.
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ADJACENCIES

Four primary components of the program are:

The laborator y program is split into high -

o laboratory space,

bay and low-bay uses with each lab having

o office and research space,
o classroom and teaching space
o Visualization laboratory.

corresponding office space. Classroom space
is allocated to suppor t the training mission
with the administration office supporting the
function of the building.

ALLOCATIONS
1. High-Bay and Low-Bay project work areas,
and Visualization Lab: 11,900 square feet
2. Research and Administrative Offices:
8,200 square feet
3. Shared Meeting and Team Areas: 5,000
square feet
4. Support Spaces: 4,200 square feet
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ALIGNMENTS

Due to confidential research driven function

The program is adjusted to correspond with the

of the building, the program is organized in

flow, sustainable orientation and movement

a classic propeller shape allowing access to

through the site with the visualization lab as

the various program uses through one core

central hub.

entry zone.

the core of the “parade route” for visitors,

The visualization lab ser ves as

researchers and distinguished guests.

5. Total building area: 40,000 square feet
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PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION

MASSING INSPIRATION

BANDING

The initial massing is born from the programmatic

The initial massing inspiration takes its cues from the

needs of the high -bay, low-bay, office and

purpose of the building in the research of improving

The massing is further refined through the creation of
three zones that signify the program:

classroom spaces, making the height integral to

techniques of distribution of goods and logistics. This

the design.

is manifested through movement.
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ROOF PROFILES

FACADES

INTEGRATED DESIGN

The zones are further articulated through the

The facades respond to the program and building

The resultant design integrates program, massing and

roof profiles, eaves and overhangs. The front

function while maximizing daylighting and visibility.

design into a concise and dynamic solution.

engagement profile forms an airplane foil, while

Building orientation and security organize the

the laborator y roof profile complements both

facades, while clearstories and skylights maximize

exterior and interior space.

daylighting.
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HIGH BAY PERSPECTIVE SECTION

The heart of the proposed program are the Project Areas,

Large garage doors open to the inside and to the outside,

which are provided in two main types, High-Bay and Low-

provide ready access to a large paved area for exterior

Bay. The High Bay space offers an environment for projects

projects. The High Bay is served end-to-end by a traveling

involving large-scale equipment, or full-size mock-ups

bridge crane.

of logistics-intensive facilities such as sorting centers or
warehouses. The High Bay is a single contiguous space, but
visually sub-divisible by means of gymnasium-type curtains
which provides the option to visually isolate any portion of
the High Bay for any project that may be proprietary in
nature or whose research is classified.

The Low-Bay project areas are flexible, generic rooms
capable of suppor ting a range of research from
computational to light engineering. Both the Low Bays and
High Bays are adjacent to the research office workspaces,
which will include flexible systems furniture workstations in
an open-office plan, with distributed team and meeting
rooms.

A significant resource to the project spaces will be a
Visualization Lab, a flexible, adaptable space that can
support changing types of immersive visualization setups. Visualization of complex systems and visual analogs
for “big data” analyses is seen as a fundamental
activity at CCALS, making this an especially important
feature of the building. A key aspect to the design is
the placement of the visualization lab as the center of
the project engaging visitors and technicians alike as
integral to the design experience. The interior rendering
shows the visualization lab as a key part of the lobby
experience enhancing the research and reinforcing
the parade route. Adjacent to the labs are workforce
logistic training, classrooms that can accommodate
40-60 students in traditional or active learning formats.
The program also recommends the inclusion of a
generous break-out / collaboration space adjacent to
the classrooms.
Overall the program and the resultant design solution
aims to create a research and manufacturing campus
unlike any other in the region through the integration of
unique research and curriculum, campus synergies and
distinctive design.
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